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TOKYO:  Hitachi said yesterday would freeze
construction of its stalled nuclear power station
in Wales due to financing problems, a blow to
Britain’s nuclear strategy and a costly decision
for the Japanese firm.

Shelving the project at the Wylfa Newydd
plant on Anglesey, a small island off the Welsh
coast, will cost the Japanese firm 300 billion yen
($2.8 billion), it said. Hitachi launched the three
trillion yen project after acquiring Britain-based
Horizon Nuclear Power in 2012.

The British government had reportedly
agreed to finance two thirds of the construction
cost, with Hitachi as well as Japanese and British
investors scheduled to cover the balance.

But Hitachi’s fund-raising efforts have been
deadlocked at home while its request for addi-
tional investment from the British government has
been shelved with London consumed by Brexit.
“Unfortunately, despite the best efforts of every-
one involved, the parties have not been able to
reach an agreement to the satisfaction of all con-
cerned,” Hitachi said.

The Japanese firm added: “As a result, Hitachi
has decided to suspend the project at this time...
as it is now clear that further time is needed to
develop a financial structure” for the project.

It said it had made the decision based on its
economic reasoning as a private company. But
in an apparent bid to reassure London of its
commitment to the country, Hitachi also said it
would “continue to discuss a nuclear power
program with the UK Government” which it

hoped would “further contribute to UK energy
policy.” Asked about the deal in parliament
Wednesday, Prime Minister Theresa May said
London wanted new nuclear plants to con-
tribute to the country’s energy mix.

But she stressed: “We must also ensure that
the cost of any energy that is provided by nuclear
is at a reasonable level for the consumer.”

‘Unstable environment’ 
The unwelcome news comes as May is still

reeling from a historic defeat over her Brexit deal
but Hitachi CEO Toshiaki Higashihara told re-
porters that Britain’s EU exit had had “no bear-
ing” on the decision. Nevertheless, one analyst
said Brexit would make it harder to attract long-
term investments such as in nuclear plants.

Speaking to AFP ahead of the announcement,
John Drzik, president of global risk and digital at
US professional services giant Marsh, said that
“cross-border investors in infrastructure are
looking for stability in the legal, regulatory and
political climate.”

“If you have more confidence in that, you’re
more willing to invest. You have less confidence
in that, you’re going to pull back. It’s going to be
harder to attract foreign investors into an envi-
ronment which is considered unstable,” Drzik
told AFP.

The halting of the project also deals a blow to
Japan Inc’s attempts to expand its nuclear power
businesses overseas after the Fukushima disaster
of March 2011 effectively halted demand for new

reactors in Japan. A massive tsunami triggered by
a 9.0-magnitude earthquake in March 2011 over-
whelmed reactor cooling systems at the
Fukushima Daiichi plant in northeastern Japan.

It caused reactor meltdowns, releasing radia-
tion in the most dangerous nuclear disaster since
Chernobyl in 1986.

The crisis spurred Japan to strengthen its
safety regulations under a new Nuclear Regula-
tion Authority watchdog. The accident also
prompted nuclear power companies overseas to

review their projects, a move that increased
safety costs. Toshiba has also been on the ropes
after being forced to sell off its troubled US nu-
clear energy firm Westinghouse, which racked up
billions of dollars in losses before being placed
under bankruptcy protection. A Japanese-led
consortium including Mitsubishi Heavy Indus-
tries is also reportedly scrapping a project in
Turkey. The setbacks have dealt a blow to Abe’s
efforts to help Japan Inc export its infrastructure-
a key pillar of his business diplomacy.—AFP
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at the company’s headquarters in Tokyo yesterday. —AFP

Japan FM urges 
G20 to renew 
commitment
against 
protectionism
TOKYO:  Japanese Finance Minister Taro
Aso yesterday urged the Group of 20
major economies to renew their commit-
ment to cooperation in the face of rising
protectionism.

Speaking at the G20 meeting of deputy
finance ministers and deputy central bank
governors before the finance leaders’ meet-
ings under Japan’s chair later this year, Aso
warned that protectionism and unfair trade
practices would undermine economic stabil-
ity. “Dissatisfaction with economic inequal-
ity is growing. There is a serious risk that we
will revert to a closed and fragmented
world,” Aso said in his opening remarks at

the G20 gathering.
The comments come at a time of growing

trade tensions between the United States
and China, which have already started to im-
pact global investment and economic
growth. The tariff dispute is set to further
chip into China’s economy this year, a
Reuters poll showed yesterday. “Protection-
ism and unfair trade practices lead to insta-
bility and perverse economic outcomes. We
must renew our commitment to international
cooperation and openness,” Aso said.

Japan wants to focus on issues ranging
from global trade imbalances to the impact
of ageing populations on the agenda when
it chairs this year’s G20 financial leaders
meetings. Global imbalances had once been
a key topic at G20 meetings with a focus on
each country’s current account balance, or
the overall flow of money including, but not
confined to, trade. This approach has come
up against President Donald Trump’s focus
on narrowing the US trade deficit using im-
port tariffs and bilateral deals. His “America
First” policies and the US-China trade war
have overshadowed debates at recent G20
meetings. Japan will host a G20 financial
chiefs’ meeting in Fukuoka in western Japan
on June 8-9, followed by a leaders’ summit
in Osaka on June 28-29. —Reuters

How pressing 
is Lebanon’s 
financial 
challenge?
BEIRUT: Financial strains in Lebanon have been
brought into focus by turbulence on markets where
its dollar-denominated sovereign bonds suffered a
heavy sell-off last week following comments by the
finance minister about the public debt. The bonds re-
covered this week on assurances the government is
“absolutely not” planning to restructure the debt and
is committed to paying its maturing debt and interest
payments at predetermined dates.

But the episode has added to debate about
Lebanon’s debt sustainability after warnings from
politicians, the IMF and World Bank over economic
and financial conditions in a country that has suf-
fered years of low economic growth. Lebanon’s fac-
tional politics has led to years of policy paralysis
and obstructed reforms needed to boost investor
confidence. More than eight months after an elec-
tion, politicians have been unable to agree a new
government.

Lebanon has one of the world’s biggest public
debts compared to the size of its economy, largely
generated through servicing existing debt and high
state spending. It amounts to roughly 150 percent

of GDP. The World Bank has estimated that finan-
cial transfers to the state-owned power producer
alone averaged 3.8 percent of GDP from 2008 to
2017. A public-sector wage increase in 2017 and
higher interest rates have added to pressures on
the budget deficit.

Lebanon also has a current account deficit be-
cause it imports far more than it exports. Financing
these two deficits has depended on critical financial
transfers from its diaspora. But questions over this
model have grown. “At the heart of concerns is the
recent slowdown in remittance/deposit inflows,
which have traditionally funded a large part (if not
all) of Lebanon’s financing requirement,” Goldman
Sachs said in a Dec. 3 analysis.

The World Bank, in an October report, said
Lebanon was exposed to significant refinancing
risks. “Attracting sufficient capital, and in particular
deposits, to finance significantly larger budgetary
and current account deficits is proving challenging
in light of slower deposit growth.”

Lower oil prices have been seen by economists
as a major cause of the slowdown, with many
Lebanese working in oil-producing Gulf Arab states.
Political instability and lower growth in Lebanon have
also been cited as factors. Economic growth rates
have fallen to between 1 and 2 percent from between
8 and 10 percent in the four years before Syria’s civil
war began in 2011.

Central bank governor Riad Salameh said last
month the banking sector was capable of financing
the state’s foreign and domestic debt in 2019. The
central bank’s net foreign assets stand at around
$40 billion. —Reuters


